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We consider the following differential system with mixed boundary conditions: 
W) = f(4 4th +I) , t E [O,l], 
40) = r0(40), dl), i(O), i(l)) , (1) 
41) = r1(40),41),40), i(l)) , 
where the mapping f (resp. : r. , q) is continuous from 10, l] x W* x W* (resp. : (ERp)4) 
to 9P 2 1. 
Linear boundary value problems for nonlinear second order ordinary differen- 
tial equations have been the subject of an extensive study in the scalar case (p = I) 
(see e.g. [l, 2, 3, 5, 71). In th e nonscalar case, Lasota and Yorke [6] propose an 
existence result for systems with linear boundary conditions. 
Problem (1) is more general: the boundary conditions are given in a nonlinear 
mixed form and the differential system is nonscalar. Assuming that f, ro, rl are 
Lipschitz mappings, we give sufficient conditions on the Lipschitz constants to 
ensure the existence and uniqueness of a solution to (1). We solve the system 
(1) by transforming it into a fixed point problem. To do so, we consider for any 
o, ,8 E ER* the following Two Point Boundary Value Problem: 
a(t) = f(f, 449 i(t)) , t E lo, 11, 
(2) 
z(0) = a!, z(1) = p . 
Such systems are classical [ 1, 31. 0 ne solves them by defining the Green functions 
associated to (2) by: 
G(t’ ‘) = { 
(1 - t) 3 if O<s_<tLl, 
(1 - 3) t if 0 5 t 5 3 5 1 
and 
H(t9s)= 1 Gs-s) if O<s<t-Cl, if OZtzs31 * 
Then (2) is equivalent to: 
s(t) = - 
J 
1 G(t,s)f(s,z(s),i(s)) ds + (P - a)t+ a, Vt E lo, 11, (3) 
0 
and moreover: 
i(t) = - 
I 
1 H(t, S)f(S, z(s), ds))ds + (P - a), vt E [o, 11. (4) 
Considering the operato: defined by the right-hand side of (3), Bailey, Shampine 
and Waltman [l] proved the following theorem: 
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Theorem 5. Under the assumptions: 
3K 2 0,3L 2 O,V(t, z, y), (t,x’,Y’) E [0, 1) x Wp x Wp, 
Ilf(4 x, y) - f(t, x’, Y’)J I Kllx - x’ll + LIIY - ~‘11, 
K/8 + L/2 < 1, 
(6) 
(7) 
the system (2) h as a unique solution. 
In this theorem and from now on , 11 . II is the supremum norm on 8~. 
So if the mapping f staisfies the two conditions (6), (7) for any cr,p E WP, we 
denote x(., cr,@) E C([O, I],w) the unique solution of (2). The mapping ~(.,a,/?) is a 
solution of (1) if? 
B = fl(OL,p,~(O,a,P),i:(l,a,P)) 
This nonlinear system (8) can be written as a fixed point problem: 
(Q, a) = T(% P) (9) 
where T is the operator from 8~ x W’ to itself defined by the right-hand side of (8). 
The key result is the following lemma that was already proved in [4]. It can 
be obtained through the integral expressions (3) and (4): 
Lemmalo. Under the assumptions (61, (71, for any a,p,d,P’ E ZRp we have: 
NM., ~3) - d, a’, P’) ) 5 (K + W - K/8 - L/2)-1(ll~ - 4I+ IIP - P’ll) 
where N is the norm defined on C1([~.l],Rep) by: 
N(Y) = t ;I;op I] (KllY(t)ll + LlM~)II)~ 1 
So if we suppose in addition to (6) and (7) that for i = 0, I: 
h,h, ci, 4, E %V(x, Y, u, u, 1, (x’, Y', u’, u’) E (xp)4, 
Ilri(~,Y,U,U)-ri(~',Y',u',~')ll I aiIlx_x’II +~~~~Y-Y'II+c;IIu-u'II+~~IIu-u'II, (11) 
we can verify that T is a Lipschitz operator. Hence: 
Theorem 12. Under the hypotheses (61, (71, (11) and if: 
max(uo + al, bo + bl) + (CO + do + cl + dl)(l+ (1/2)(K + L)(l - K/8 - L/2)-’ < 1, 
then problem (1) h as a unique solution. 
Proof.For any a, p, a’, p’ E W we deduce from (11) that: 
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5 ao lb - a’)1 + boll/3 - B’)) + co11+, a, P) - k(O, a’, S’ll + doIlk(L a, P) - t(l, a’) 11. 
Thanks to (4): 
/MO, Q, a) - i(O, o’, P’)II < Ilo - &‘[I + IIP - P’II 
+ o1(l- S)llf(S,2(9,Q,8),~(S,CY,P)) - f(S,Z(S,CY’,p’),~(S,(Y’,P’))lldS 
J 
I lla - 4 + IlP - P’ll + (www., a, P) - 4.3 0’)) 
I (/la - a’ll + lip - /?‘I)(1 + (1/2)(K + L)(l - K/8 - L/2)--‘). 
The last inequality is obtained from lemma (10). By similar arguments one gets the same upper 
bound for ll&(l, LY, p) - ;(l, Q’, S’)ll. Finally: 
Ilro(a, P, +, a, a), i(l, a, P)) - rota’, P’, +‘, 4,4L a’, P’))ll 
5 aolla - a’ll + bolP - B’Il + (co + &)(l+ (W)(K+ L)(l- K/8 - ~5/2)-~(lla - ~‘11 + llP - P’ll) 
Let II . 111 denote the following norm on %P x WP : ll(z, y)lli = ~~z~~ + Ijyll. We obtain: 
IIT(a,P) - T(o’,8’)111 I AII(a,P) - (a’,@)lll> 
where: 
A = max(ao + al, bo + bl) + (CO + do -t-cl + dl)(l+ (1/2)(K + L)(l - K/8 - L/2)-l. 
Hence the result. 
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